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ABSTRACT

In the dynamic production environment of supply chain, based on information sharing among enterprises of supply 
chain, this paper puts forward a production scheduling optimization model for supply chain. It transforms the choice 
of cooperative enterprises and their process ordering into the choice of path in graph theory. With respect to the 
complexity of model solving, this paper designs an expert system aided multi-agent intelligent ant colony algorithm to 
solve the production scheduling optimization model， where ant colony is constructed with multi-agent and the 
order decomposition structure and constraint are expressed by expert system. Also, supply chain production 
scheduling optimization prototype architecture is implemented and the related technologies are given in the paper. 
Finally using the system，several experiments are conducted，which show that both of the model and the algorithm 
are effective and feasible.

1. INTRODUCTION 

Supply chain production scheduling studies the problems of the inter-
enterprise production planning and cooperation among supply chain 
members (suppliers, manufacturers, distributors and third party logistic 
corporations etc. are included).[1] By establishing inter-enterprise 
production planning scheduling scheme, it can shorten product delivery 
time, improve customer service level and decrease operating cost of the 
whole supply chain. Production scheduling in supply chain includes inter-
enterprises production scheduling and intra-enterprise production 
scheduling. In the operation, inter-enterprise production scheduling 
usually establishes contracts for determining conjunctive rules of 
logistics and information flow, and realizes coordination by sharing long-
term planning, medium-term planning and scheduling planning in 
conjunctive rules [2, 3, and 4]. Once an enterprise can’t meet the 
demands in the contract, it has to be punished. Intra-enterprise 
production scheduling is concentrated optimization based on artificial 
experience or algorithms [5, 6] (including mathematical programming 
and heuristic algorithm, etc.). It depends on downstream enterprises’ 
demand planning and schedules production resource with the objective 
of delivery time. Zandieh focused on the problem of synchronizing 
production and air transportation scheduling using mathematical 
programming models [7]. Therefore, supply chain scheduling presented 
is a pattern of sharing necessary partial information with sub-
optimization. It is only effective while the supply chain operation is 
relative stable with the exact long-term, medium-term or short-term 
planning. Once the demand shows strong fluctuations or the planning 
changes frequently, namely in dynamic environment, enterprises will not 
know what measures to take. And in the process-driven dynamic supply 
chain, traditional scheduling, for example contract-based and planning-
based scheduling, is even more inapplicable. To overcome these 
shortcomings, some scholars put forward a global optimization method 
of inter-enterprise production scheduling in supply chain. 

All of the above researches supposed that all the production resources 
and processes in different enterprises can be shared completely and 
adopted the centralized optimization technology for the production 
scheduling in inter-enterprise workshops [12]. These kinds of centralized 
decision models can solve the problem of global supply chain 
optimization, which makes a lot progress to the contract-based sub-
optimization method. Xiang and Lee built an efficient agent-based 
dynamic scheduling for real-world manufacturing systems with various 
products, processes, and disturbances [13]. Meanwhile, an ant colony 
intelligence (ACI) is proposed to combine with local agent coordination 
so as to make autonomous agents adaptive to changing circumstances 
and to give rise to efficient global performance. They did not consider 
profit in more realistic and dynamic environments and in exploring the 
intelligence of an agent. 

Ant colony algorithm is put forward by Italian scholars M Dorigo in 1992 
[14]. It is a group intelligent algorithm that imitates the process of ants 
foraging and seeks the shortest path. After leaving the nests to seek food, 
each ant will leave a certain amount of pheromones behind, which is used 
to indicate the path back to the nest, and show the food direction for 
other ants. Pheromone is a kind of chemical which easy to volatile. Since 
ants can cover the whole journey in a shorter time through the shorter 
path, it can accumulate more pheromone in the shorter path during the 
same time. The followed ants will tend to select the path where the 
pheromone is heavy. Some time later, a large amount of ants will select 
the shorter path. Simulating the group behavior of ants can solve many 
optimal problems. Ant colony algorithm is a kind of heuristic random 
search method. Like other heuristic algorithms, it searches optimal 
solution through group evolution process, composed by candidate 
solution. This method achieved good results when it is first applied to the 
famous traveling salesman problem (TSP) [15, 16]. The features of ant 
colony algorithm’s positive feedback, distributed and greed type heuristic 
search etc. guarantee the quickness, global optimization, robustness and 
generalization of problem solving, which soon catch scholar’s attention in 
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relevant field. This algorithm also achieves good result in solving 
other combinatorial optimal problem [17-19]. But less in supply 
chain scheduling. 

The main weakness of ant colony algorithm is the slow convergence 
speed [20], therefore, constructing production scheduling 
optimization model based on ant colony algorithm needs to 
accelerate the algorithm’s convergence speed without losing its 
advantage. This paper introduces a production scheduling optimal 
model on the account of the proposed hypotheses and puts forward 
model solving technique based on improved ant colony algorithm 
with aim to accelerate the convergence speed, it solves the model by 
constructing expert system and multi-agent based production 
scheduling optimization system. The multi-agent in this paper can 
run on one computer and also can parallel run on multiple 
computers, thus the production scheduling optimization system 
constructed in the paper is a parallel computing system under 
network environment, which can improve solution speed greatly. 
Finally, on the basis of specific implementation technology and 
method given, this paper uses data to do simulation analysis. The 
result shows that compared with optimization models in the 
literatures, it has great improvement in solving process and system 
prototype.  

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 includes the description 
and assumptions of the scheduling problem. In Section 3, supply 
chain dynamic scheduling optimization model and the design for the 
model solving are discussed. In Section 4, our proposed expert 
system aided ant colony algorithm in solving the supply chain 
dynamic scheduling optimization model (SCDSOM) is presented. 
Numerical analysis of the proposed algorithm will be presented in 
Section 5 of this paper. Section 6 sums up conclusions.  

2 Problem description and Research hypothesis 

2.1 Problem description
This paper takes a manufacturer as an object to study production 
scheduling between the manufacturer and its suppliers to fulfill 
several customers’ customized processes. The manufacturer needs to 
classify and combine the orders received in the time T0 , and makes 
production scheduling with its suppliers. Scheduling process includes 
choosing suppliers, making the order for production processes in the 
manufacturer and its suppliers, and determining processes’ starting 
time. Fig. 1 shows the decomposition structure of order from the 
motor industry. Suppose that the manufacturer can divide a order 
into 6 processes, and P1 , P3 , P6 are processed in the manufacturer, 
while P2 , P4 , P5 are processed in the corresponding suppliers. 
Assume that manufacturer have established a candidate supplier set 
for its product customized parts, and kept good relationship with 
these suppliers in the set. After receiving customer orders, the 
manufacturer needs to select its suppliers from the candidate 
supplier set immediately and interacts with them to work out on the 
production processes’ order. Considering the multiple orders, the 
constraints among processes are complicated and any different 
supplier selection and production scheduling will affect production 
time, production cost, inventory cost, and the efficiency of supply 
chain.

R

3 supply chain dynamic scheduling model and algorithm 

3.1 supply chain dynamic scheduling optimization model 
(SCDSOM)
Suppose that the manufacture receives M orders in the time T0 , and 
each order can be decomposed to Ni (i =1,2,..., M ) processes, and the 
latest delivery time of each order is li (i =1,2,..., M ). Several definitions 
are made as follows:
Def 1 The scheme with complete information sharing is described as a 
matrix Ci  that Ci

  (ci j,m) = (< Executor,sTime,oTime,Cost,cStock >i j,m)

Where Ci 
j,m indicates the mth scheme that completes the jth process of 

the ith  order; Executor is the executor of Ci 
j,m ;  sTime is the starting 

time of Ci 
j,m ; oTime is the completion time of Ci j,m ; Cost is the 

processing cost of Ci j,m ; cStock is the inventory cost in the unit. With 
complete information sharing, all the parameters except sTime above 
are known before scheduling.  

As a result, the optimization scheduling model of MC supply chain can 
be represented as follows: 

In the formula (1), ki p,qis the constraint variable of process. If the 
process  p is the preceding process of  q in the rule base, ki

 p,q  =1. 
otherwise, ki p,q  =0;  w1 and  w2 are the weight factors of time and cost;   
P is the penalty factor for the delay of the delivery; mij represents the 
scheme that is finally selected for the jth  process of the order  i;  
sTimeiNi,miNi and oTimeiNi,miNi   are the starting time and the process 
time of the last process of the order i .

In the scheduling model, the first part is the cost evaluation item; the 
second part is the time evaluation item; the third part is the penalty 
item for the delay of the delivery. The formula (2) shows the time 
constraint among the processes; the formula (3) shows the resource 
constraint of the enterprises.

3.2 Design for the model solving 

Related definitions: 
In order to facilitate to solve the model by ant colony algorithm in the 
MC supply chain scheduling, the model is mapped into the directed 
graph by the following definition. 

Def. 2 G is the directed graph representing the problem of the MC 
supply chain scheduling:  

G= (N, A)
Where,  N=(ni,j,m) s the node set in the graph, each node is 
corresponding to one element in the scheme description matrix Ci (i 
=1,2,..., M ) ; A is the arc set in the graph, and it represents the 
relationship among the nodes. That is process relations defined in the 
rule base. 

Def. 3 The virtual beginning point sPoint does not cost any operating 
time and it is the node where all the artificial ants set out. The arcs 
starting from sPoint point at all the corresponding nodes in the rule 
base without preceding processes. 

核心企业
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Fig. 1 The decomposition structure of order 
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2.2 Research hypothesis
1. Each process of , ,  is only processed by one supplier, and one 

supplier can not process the same process for different orders 
at the same time. 

2. For any customized order, the processing cost and processing 
time of P1 , P3 , P6 are fixed and known.
The time and cost of ordering and transportation are not 
considered, and only the time and cost of processing and 
inventory considered.
The objective of the manufacturer is to fulfill all orders in time 
and reduce the production and inventory cost with the order’s 
delivery time constraint.

3.

4.
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Algorithm description：
The search method of the model in section 3.1 is similar to that of 
the TSP. This method can also be used to solve this problem. The 
specific steps are as follows:  

In the formula (5), τnl  represents the pheromone 
strength on the arc (n, s' ).
Return to rule a and select the next node.
After finishing traveling, the artificial ant calculate the 
quality of the path according to the following rules：
On condition that time and resource constraints are 
both satisfied, we need to determine the earliest 
starting time of each process and the earliest 
completion time of each order according to the 
sequence of the node’s path. Get the processes in turn 
according to the traversal path of the artificial ants. For 
any new process j, the artificial ant inquire its pre-
process through JESS, compare the completion time of 
each pre-process and take the maximum valued as 
trMax , then find the completion time rrSam of the last 
same process (other orders) with traversal order 
before it, finally regard max ( trMax , rrSam , 0) as 
starting time of process j and calculate its completion 
time. 
In fact, the above method is used to determine the 
earliest completion time of the processes with artificial 
ant traverse sequence for scheduling by satisfying the 
condition of time and resources constraints. In order to 
reduce the work-in inventory, we can ascertain the 
latest starting time of the processes beginning with the 
earliest completion time after the earliest completion 
time of all the orders confirmed. Then we can get the 
processes in turn according to the traversal order of the 
artificial ants. After that, the earliest completion time 
obtained from rule (a.) is used to deduct the starting 
time for the last process of the last order. For new 
process j , we use JESS to inquire the starting time of all 
the processes which use j as pre-process, and take 

Step 1: Initialize pheromone strength of each arc in the graph with 
the same value. 
Generate the artificial ants in one generation at sPoint , and 
construct a path to traverse all the processes nodes 
according to certain rules.
In each step of the path construction, the artificial ant k 
(which stays in the node n ) selects and moves to the 
neighborhood nodes s according to the following rules: 

Step 2:

Step 3:

Call the JESS (Java Expert System Shell) expert system, 
and generate feasible node set   Fk (t) for the next step 
according to the corresponding rule base and the nodes 
travelled. If the   Fk (t) is empty, it means that the 
artificial ants have finished traversing. Then they record 
the path and skip to step 4. If not, skip to the next step. 
Select a node in the feasible node set according to the 
following pseudo random proportion moving rules: 

a.

b.

0

'
0

arg m
k
ax(τ (t)),nl

l F ( )t
<q q

s
,s q ≥ q

∈


= 


  (4) 

In the formula (4), τnl (t) stands for the pheromone 
strength on the arc where the current node n points to 
the neighborhood node l at the time t; q is a random 
number between 0 and 1; q0 s a number preset between 
0 and 1.

Artificial ant moves to the neighborhood node with the 
high pheromone strength with the probability q0 , which 
means that the path is selected in full accordance with 
the pheromone guidance. The process is also called 
knowledge utilization. Correspondingly, the artificial ant 
does the deviation search with the probability of 1-q0 
and the artificial ant  k moves to the neighborhood node  
s with the probability Pns,k(t).

ns'

'

't( )
, ∈    

( )t( )
ns

P k nl
ns l Fk ( )t

s F ( )k t
t

s0,    F' k ( )t

τ
τ

∈


= 


∉

∑  (5) 

c.
Step 4:

a.

b.

rdMin as the minimum value; for processes completed 
by the manufacturer, the artificial ant find the first 
starting time of the same processes after process j as 
rrdSam , take min(trdMin,rrdSam) as the completion 
time of process j and deduct its starting time; 
Take each parameter into formula (1), and then 
calculate the evaluating indicator Ek of the traversal 
path of the artificial ant.
Update the pheromone strength and save the path. After 
each generation of artificial ants finishes the traversal 
and the path evaluation, the pheromone strength of 
each arc A in graph G is updated based on the following 
formula (6). 

c.

Step 5:

ijijijτ (t + ∆t) = (1− ρ)τ (t) + ∆τ (t + ∆ t)  (6) 

In the formula (6), ρ is the coefficient representing 
pheromone evaporation. The first part is the remaining 
of pheromone evaporation after each generation of ant 
completes one traversal. And the second part is reward 
function of the pheromone, given by the following 
formula: 




∆ (t + ∆t) =
 , the path ij belongs to historic optimal path O

E
Q

Oijτ
0, the others (7)

Where Q is the presupposition parameter, EO is the 
evaluating indicator of the historical optimal path O . 
Compare the optimal paths of each generation, and save 
the optimal value of them. 

Step 6: Implement in loop. If it has converged on the 
optimal value or has reached the largest ant colony 
algebra, the loop is withdrawn , and the optimal path and 
the starting time of each process are output, which is 
called the ultimate scheduling scheme; otherwise， skip 
to Step 2 and run the loop implementation. 

Algorithm improvement: 
Although ant colony algorithm has many advantages in 
calculating the problem of multi-objective optimization, 
it can be found that the shortage of long-time searching 
and easily trapping into partial optimal with the growing 
problem scale [21]. In order to solve such disadvantage, 
this paper has designed the following optimization 
scheme based on the given algorithm above. 
Optimization scheme 1: Increase elicitation information. 
In order to guide the artificial ant in the searching 
process to select those nodes which need less processing 
time cost when dealing with the same processes, we can 
change the formula (5) in Step 3 into the formula (8) as 
follows:

( )
( )α β )








′∉

= ∑
s′ns′

ns′

0, s F (t)

, s′∈Fk (t)
(t)

(t)

P (t)

k

l∈Fk (t )
lnlk

βα

σ(τ
στ

， (8)

In the formula (8), σl  is the elicitation information of node 
l , α and β are weight factor of pheromone strength and 
elicitation information.

Where, , t1  and  c1  

separately represents processing time and processing 
cost of node l (corresponding to Ci

j,m).    and     separately
represents the average processing time and processing 
cost of all the optional schemes of process j of order i . 
Optimization scheme 2: Constraint from the minimum 
pheromone strength. To prevent the ant colony from 
trapping into partial optimal solution totally, we need to 
set the minimum value of pheromone strength between 
two nodes. Since the pheromone strength between two 
nodes in the algorithm has the maximum limit (τ max = 
Q / E * /ρ , E *is the evaluating indicator of the optimal 
path), artificial ant always has a chance to get out of the 
partial optimal solution. 

Optimization scheme 3: In the step 3 of given algorithm, 
the knowledge utilization and the control rate q0 of the 
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deviation search affect the search range and 
convergence speed of the algorithm a lot. In order to 
enlarge the search range to find optimal solution early, 
quicken the convergence speed in the final period and 
pay more attention to searching the local optimal 
solution, we can set q0 to be a changeable measure with 
the algebraic growing of the ant colony for the purpose 
of optimizing the process of searching the optimal 
solution. 

4 multi-Agent and expert system based production scheduling 
optimization system 

4.1 Architecture of system 

To implement the production scheduling optimization in Section 3, 
this paper constructs a production scheduling optimization system 
based on Multi-agent and expert reasoning. The overall structure is 
shown in Fig. 2. In this system, each ant is an agent, and the 
optimization procedure of the agents is the same as that of the ants. 
These agents can run on one computer and also can parallel run on 
multiple computers. It is a parallel computing system while the 
agents are running on different computers. Consequently, it can 
implement distributed computation and improve solving speed.  

A critical step of ant colony optimization is the path choice of 
artificial ants. Every step of the artificial ants moving needs to select 
movable position among the feasible node set according to a specific 
strategy. The feasible node set is a set of optional nodes in the next 
step decided by both moving rules and the paths traversed. In some 
prior applications of ant colony algorithm, the feasible node set is 
usually computed in an easy way. For example, in the typical TSP, it 
is the set of all cities minus the cities traversed. However, in the 
aspect of production scheduling, which involves lots of different 
types of orders and complex constraint relationships, it is not only 
affects the efficiency of algorithm but also makes the management 
and maintenance inconvenient that fix all the possible order 
constraint relationships in scheduling algorithm. To facilitate 
processing different types of orders and extending the types of 
orders, we separate the decomposition structure of order processes 
and constraint from the scheduling algorithm. The order process 
decomposition structure and constraint are stored in the product 
processing database in the form of the rule base, and then the 
feasible node set can be computed by expert system through 
reasoning and analyzing the searched nodes and processing 
requirements etc. Thus, each artificial ant needs an integration of an 
agent and the expert reasoning system. In this system, the agents are 
implemented by JADE [22] (Java Agent Development Framework) 
and the expert reasoning system is implemented by JESS. The 
structure of the integration of JADE and JESS is show in Fig. 2. Where, 
each artificial ant agent finishes the path traversal following its 
specific strategy, and then sends its path to the statistics artificial ant 
agent. The statistical artificial ant agent is responsible for computing 
the quality of every path as well as updating the pheromone strength 
to intrigue every intelligent artificial ant to step into the next loop or 
to output the results. 

Agent’s act as an object of a class inheriting the class 
jade.core.behaviours.Behaviour. Each class inheriting ‘Behaviour’ 
must implement the methods of action() and done(). action() 
defines all the operations to be done and done() returns a boolean 
value to indicate whether the action is done. The execution route of 
Agent threads is shown in Fig. 3. 

Product process information 

rule 
extraction

JESS Expert system

Normal artificial 
ant

The set of 
feasible 
nodes

Routes 
passed 
through

Intelligent artificial ant 
agent 1

JESS Expert system

Normal artificial 
ant

The set of 
feasible 
nodes

Routes 
passed 
through

Intelligent 
artificial ant 

agent 2
JESS Expert system

Normal artificial 
ant

The set of 
feasible 
nodes

Routes 
passed 
through

Intelligent 
artificial ant 

agent N

Network communication 

Statistics artificial ant
agent

rule 
extraction

rule 
extraction

Fig. 2 The Architecture of the Expert System Aided Multi-agent 
Intelligent Ant Colony Optimization System. 

4.2 Construct Agent’s methods by JADE 
Constructing a JADE Agent is to define a class. It inherits the class 
jade.core.Agent and implements the method of setup(). The activity 
agent does is implemented by ‘behaviours’. Each ‘behaviour’ fulfills the 

set up()

Has the agent been killed?(Has the 
method doDelete() been called? )

Get the next 
activity from the 

activities behavior 
pool. 

no

b.action()

b.done()?

yes

Remove the current 
activity from the 

activities behavior 
pool

no

takeDown()

yes

yes

Initialization 

Additions to initialization behavior 

The “life” of agents (the 

execution of behavior) 

Destructing operation 

The bold italic words 

represent the methods 

that must be executed by 

the program 

Fig. 3 The execution route of agent threads. 

In every generation, the paths selected by each artificial ant will get 
an evaluation function value according to the calculation formula. 
Then the communication system of JADE will send these paths and 
their corresponding evaluation function values to the statistical ant. 
Then the statistical ant figures out the optimal path (the 
corresponding evaluation function value is optimal) in the 
generation according to the information. Besides, it records the 
information and feeds back to each artificial ant to make them 
increase pheromone strength on the optimal path and then start the 
path selection of the next generation. JADE agent sends messages by 
ACL standard language defined by FIPA. The message includes 
sender, receiver, communication purpose, content, content language, 
ontology and so on. In JADE, a piece of message can be regarded as 
an object of jade.lang.acl.ACLMessage class. It provides methods like 
get() and set() to deal with every part of messages. When messages 
are sent to another Agent, all things need to do is to implement all 
parts of the messages and to call the send() method. For example, 
the code below is to send the message “Today it’s raining” to a 
person named Peter [10]. 

4.3 JESS-based expert system 

The core of JESS consists of fact base, rule base and reasoning engine. 
And it adopts production rules as the basic knowledge 
representation [23]. JESS uses grammar structure of CLIPS and 
defines the templates of data structure mainly by deftemplate; it 
defines the rule base by defrule; it defines facts by deffact and adds 
new facts by using the command assert; finally it runs by the run 
command. When there are several rules, each rule is triggered in 
sequence and is executed unless it is retriggered after meeting the 
rule again. In JESS, priority can be set to the rules, like (salience-100).

In the production scheduling optimization system, the rules of the 
order decomposition structure and constraint are all described by 
using the expert system language, Clips [24]. The statements are as 
follows: 

String deftempl = “(deftemplate process “ +”(slot p1)(slot s1)(slot s2) 
(slot p3)(slot s4)(slot s5)(slot s6)(slot s7)(slot p6))”; 
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：

：

String rule4=“(defruler p3”+ “(or (process(p1 1)(s1 1)(p3 0)
(process(p1 1)(s2 1)(p3 0))) ” + “=>”+ 
“(bind ?p3 2))”; 

：

：

In the above Clips statements, processes assigned to “0” represent 
“unfinished”, processs assigned to “1” represent “finished”, and 
processes assigned to “2” represent “can be conducted”. The order 
decomposition structure in Fig .1 is described in the first two lines of 
the rule; the last three lines state the conditions in which the process 
P3  can be performed, that process P3 can be performed only when 
the process P1 and S1 have been completed and P3 is unfinished, or   
P1 and S2 have been completed and P3 is unfinished. The 
other constraints in Fig .1 can be defined similarly.    

5 Experiments 
To simplify the calculation process, easily compare and analyze the 
advantages and disadvantages, we take a segment of customizing 
production process of X Motor Corporation and select six orders to 
validate and analyze. The six orders have the same order 
decomposition structure (shown in Fig.1). Table 1 shows the 
processing time and the latest delivery time of each process of the 
orders in each enterprise. Table 2 shows the production cost of each 
enterprise, Moreover, the inventory cost in each unit time is counted 
by 0.5 percent of the production cost of work in process. 

Table 1 process of the orders processing schedule

Table 2   process of the orders production costs

With the algorithm described in section 3.2, the parameters can be 
achieved through many tests under the guidance of reference [25]. 
Choosing the cost weight factor w1 = 0.015, the time weight factor   
w1 = 0.985, and the penalty factor for postponing the delivery period 
p=10, with the beginning pheromone strength of 0.2, the least 
pheromone strength of 0.05, the pheromone volatilization rate 
p=0.15 , and the reward factor for the optimal path  Q=25, α =1, β = 
0.5  when the artificial ants do the deviation search according to the 
moving probability 



 >

≤×
=

0.005,
1600.8,

160(generation number −1)
0  generation number

 generation number
q

of largest pheromone strength;

The number of the artificial ants in each generation is 75 with 600 
iterative generations in total. Fig. 5 shows the curve of the optimal 
path evaluating indictor of each generation of the first 200 ones in 
one typical scheduling optimization process. The optimal path in the 
scheduling of this time appears in the 529th generation with the 
evaluating indicator of 115.182. All orders are finished within 58 
units’ time, the total production cost is 3840.26 units, and the 
inventory cost is 29.90 units. The optimization scheduling scheme is 
shown in Fig. 5. 

Fig. 4 Curve of the optimal path evaluating indictor of each 
generation.

Fig. 5 Optimal scheduling scheme 

The ant colony algorithm belongs to heuristic random search 
algorithm, whose results are not the same every time even for the 
same order numbers. The stability of the algorithm is very 
important for the evaluation indicator. The parameter setting of 
the ant colony algorithm is vitally important for the convergence 
rate and the optimal results. After testing and analyzing the result 
for 50 times based on the above parameters, we conclude that for 
with generation less than 100， the satisfactory solution can be 
achieved; with generation between 100 to 200, the index of 
optimal scheduling scheme can be gradually optimized; With 
generation beyond 200, the production and inventory cost will be 
optimized through part search, and it is unlikely to substantially 
optimize the production time once again. In the above example, 
the relatively optimal solution appears in the 29th generation: the 
evaluation index is 115.741, all orders are completed in the 58th 
unit time, total production cost is 3865.79 units, and inventory 
cost is 41.65 units. The optimal solution within 200 generations 
is: the evaluation index is 115.530, all orders are completed in the 
58th unit time, total production cost is 3861.62 units, and 
inventory cost is 32.13 units. In the 50th tests, the completion time 
of 41 times’ orders converges to 58 units’ time, 9 times to 59 
units, then the average optimal evaluation index is 115.4973. 
Since the testing results are consistent after modifying different 
order numbers, the algorithm is considered to be stable.

To verify the validity and stability of the algorithm in section 3.2, 
this paper introduces multiple orders to scheduling respectively, 
and compares to the first delivery first production based expert 
system scheduling scheme. Table 3 shows the compared results of 
the order data of two scheduling algorithm scheme in different 
delivery time limits, through which we can see that expert system 
has better performance characteristics in the processing cost 
optimization, but significantly worse than the section 3.2’s 
algorithm in the time characteristics of optimization, although 
having each advantages and disadvantages in inventory 
optimization. From the view of overall assessment, the expert 
system is superior to this subject’s algorithm only in the 
restricted first delivery period, in which as long as all orders 
delivered within 90 units’ time, equivalent to say that there is no 
strictly delivery time limit for this example. In this case two 
algorithms have the same completion time, and expert system's 
cost optimization is slightly better than algorithm in section 3.2. 
The stricter delivery restriction requires, the gap between expert 
system and optimal solution (the optimal solution of such 
scheduling is difficult to accurately obtain, in this case it is the 
relative optimal solution that obtained by repeatedly computing 
using different algorithms during the experiment) is more 
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obvious, while the algorithm in section 3.2 showed a better 
optimization and adaptation. Comparison results of multiple orders 
ware similar to the above, and the greater is the number of orders, 
the more obvious advantages are the algorithm，demonstrated in 
section 3.2. 

Table 3 Comparison results of different algorithm scheduling

6 Conclusions 
Supply chain scheduling is the key to the whole supply chain 
efficiency. Firstly, the dynamic collaboration problem of supply chain 
scheduling is described; and then this paper constructs a supply chain 
optimization scheduling model and designs model solving algorithm 
based on ant colony optimization and builds a production scheduling 
optimization system based on multi-agent system and expert system. 
We study the decomposition structure of orders and the 
representations of rules constraint and propose the implementation 
framework and technology based on expert system-aided multi-agent 
intelligent ant colony algorithm; Finally, the model algorithm is 
verified by comparison of multiple sets of experimental data and the 
algorithm. 
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